


Let anyone, anywhere in the world, attend your 
event with a beautiful and secure remote 

audience participation platform.



Virtual Venue

The virtual event experience acts almost like a virtual venue where the 
presentations take place offering a user friendly and interactive 
environment for your delegate.



Live Video Streaming

Video is the heart of high quality communications, so when sharing your 
message with a remote audience, video is King.
Our platform allows you to securely stream any video to users around the 
world, with no apps to download, and no special setup is required, just HD 
video playing on your users laptop, mobile or even cast to TV.



Bespoke Main Plenary Studio

We can come to your offices to create a virtual studio where your key 
presenters and hosts can present in a TV style studio adding a slick and 
professional feel to your event.



Live chat

Attending an event is better than watching a video. That's why we’ve added 
a chat feature alongside the video streaming, to allow attendees to chat to 
you, and to each other, in a secure moderated environment.
Alongside 3D Virtual Expo Stands, Live Chat makes your remote attendees 
feel engaged, and gets them participating



3D Virtual Expo Stands

Immersion is important: Conferences often have expo halls where teams, 
and organisations can show their latest products and services to attendees 
to generate interest in what they are doing. We believe this is something 
your remote attendees should benefit from too.
Expo stand’s come with descriptions, downloadable assets, playable video 
and the ability to have 1:1 conversations with the exhibitor.



Presenter Bios

People are important. Each presenter gets their own biography page where 
they can share documents, images, text and social media information.



Archive Mode

Keep your event online forever: Your event is only “live” for a matter of 
days. But what if you want to:
• Experience it again
• Share it with a wider audience
• Refer back to it in the future

All events are made available after the live event has past as an interactive 
archive. Great for new employees to watch the recorded video, and to 
include people who can’t make it in person, or remotely on the day.



Analytics and data!

Data and analytics are important to show value. We provide detailed 
analytics and logs for all the information you might need.

• Visitor numbers
• Conversation logs
• Presentations and Expo stand views
• Minutes of video watched
• Leads Generated

Whatever you want to track we can help.



Surveys and Notifications

Interact with your audience: you can survey and talk to your 
users/delegates. Deliver:

• Surveys
• Notifications
• Requests

Every customer can choose how they want to interact with remote users, 
whether through the live chat feature, or through more direct means such 
as popup surveys, or other custom actions.



Integrations

Integrates with most video conferencing web streaming platforms including, 
ZOOM, Teams and Webex. Also integrate polling platforms such as Slido, 
Menti Meter and Glisser.



Contact Us today for more information
TEL: 0845 2996118 
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